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ABSTRACT:
This paper looks at the expected effects Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS)
No. 82 will have on the public and private accounting professions. The effects offtaud
not detected in a timely manner may have detrimental effects on both the deftauded
company and the external auditors. The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) proposed the new SAS (SAS No. 82 " Consideration of Fraud in a
Financial Statement Audit") in an attempt to clarify the auditor's responsibility for
detecting ftaud in a financial statement audit. This study looks at how management level
and above auditors and accounting personnel in several industries feel regarding the
effectiveness of this standard and the effects on ftaud.
To collect data two methods were used. Interviews were conducted with six
auditors (public sector) at various accounting firms. A questionnaire was given to 43
officers of private sector companies (15 of which were returned for a 34.8% response
rate). The public accounting interview responses were compared to each other, then
compared to the private company questionnaire responses. The questionnaires were based
on a 6-point response scale.
The results of this study indicate that, both the public and private sectors feel this
new standard will not be very effective in combating fraud. The two sectors possess
different outlooks on the standard. The public sector views the standard as a weapon for
attorneys to sue auditors for not detecting fraud. The private sector, however, sees the
standard in a positive way because they will improve their company's internal controls to
detect more fraud before it happens. Both sectors, however, felt this standard will do little
in the area of deterring fraudulent crimes.
Combating Fraud: The Effects ofSAS No. 82
Introduction
According to a 1994 survey by Big Six accounting firm, KPMG Peat Marwick,
76% of respondents experienced ftaud during the previous year (Williger 1994). A study
conducted by the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners estimated that ftaud abuse
cost U.S. organizations over $4 billion annually (Zuene 1996). When ftaudulent crime is
discovered, employees of the deftauded company begin to point fingers. It is typical that
the deftauded expect annual audits to find such matters. This is not always the case and
has brought numerous lawsuits against accounting firms.
The Accounting Standards Board (ASB) felt a standard focused solely on financial
statement ftaud was necessary (Mancino 1997). The American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AlCP A) has been working to issue auditing standards pertaining to
fraud. The first attempt was in the late 1930's, the second in 1960, the third in 1974, and
a fourth in 1988. A new standard, Statement on Auditing Standard (SAS) No. 82,
"Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit" becomes effective in 1997 (Zuene
1996). Until SAS No. 82 no other standard ever mentioned "fraud" rather, they used the
term "irregularities" (Zuene 1996). The level of responsibility of auditors to assess and
respond to ftaud has always been vague. SAS No. 53, "The Auditor's Responsibility to
Detect and Report Errors and Irregularities," directed auditors to do more work to
uncover potential fraud, but it did not provide as much specific guidance as auditors might
like (Heiman-Hoffman 1996, 75). SAS No. 82 is "expected to significantly increase the
auditor's awareness offactors indicative of potential fraud impacting financial statements,"
2and to provide guidance (AICP A 1996c, 7). An auditor is required to perform an audit
according to generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) and provide reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatements.
SAS No. 82 describes fraud and its characteristics, something that has not been
done previously. The standard describes two types of intentional fraud - fraudulent
financialreporting and misappropriation of assets.
In this study I will determine the expected effect of SAS No. 82 on fraud and
auditing policies and procedures according to the auditing profession's opinion and a
corporate manager's opinion. The following section provides background information
concerning the definition of fraud, and its implications. The background section also
provides a discussion of the reasoning why this standard was created and the creator's
views on the effectiveness of this standard in combating fraud. The methods used to
obtain auditor's and corporate manager's opinions, along with the results obtained, are
presented in section three. Conclusions regarding the expected overall effectiveness of
this new SAS are presented in the final section.
Background
In the past, auditors have focused on errors and irregularities. SAS No. 82
focuses on auditing financial statements that are free of material misstatements due to
errors and fraud. According to a Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) fraud seminar, fraud is defined
as any business or business activity which resorts to deceitful practices or deceives with
the intent to deprive another of property or other rights, or in some manner to cause
economic injury (D&B 1993). SAS No. 82 describes two types of fraud - fraudulent
3financial reporting and misappropriation of assets. "[T]he proposal recognizes that both
types offtaud are relevant to the assessment of the risk offtaud," (Read, 1996, 32).
Fraudulent financial reporting is defined as intentional misstatements or omissions of
amounts or disclosures in the financial statements in an attempt to deceive financial
statement users. Acts such as manipulation, intentional misapplication of accounting
principles, intentional misrepresentations, or alterations of accounting records are all
considered ftaudulent financial reporting. Misappropriation of assets, or defalcation, the
second type of ftaud, involves theft of the entity's assets. Examples of acts that are
misappropriation of assets include embezzling, stealing, or creating false receipts for
goods or services. Another main difference is they differ because perpetrators usually
intend ftaudulent financial reporting to deceive financial users while misappropriation of
assets is committed against an entity (Read 1996).
"Everyone -- including auditors -- should be on the alert and at least look for those
ftauds that only he or she is in a position to detect," (Hall 1996, 85). Although most
companies have some type of ftaud control system, not every attempt at ftaud will be
detected. Generally, when the time for the annual audit comes around, there is an
expectation that ifftaud exists, the external auditors should be able to find it. However,
past experience indicates that auditors do not catch all ftaudulent acts and lawsuits
become a serious weapon for the deftauded company. Some of the bigger ftaud lawsuits
involved the $1 billion equity loss scam at Phar-Mor (Williger 1994), the collapse of the
Foundation for New Era Philanthropy, a crooked charitable organization (Bulkeley 1995),
and the MiniScribe case (Apodaca 1994). Fraud can be very costly to both the deftauded
company and the auditing firm that failed (in the client's eyes) to detect ftaud.
4In response to these high dollar lawsuits and finger pointing, the AICPA created
SAS No. 82 in an attempt to "provide more definitive guidance to independent auditors in
fulfillingtheir responsibility with respect to ftaud in an audit of financial statements, but it
would not increase the auditor's responsibility to detect ftaud" (Read 1996, 28). The new
standard would "force auditors to pursue suspicions of material ftaud more aggressively
than previous standards required" (MacDonald 1996, 6). The standard uses the term
"ftaud" over irregularities. It also gives a definition offtaud and examples of both types
of ftaud. The standard further points out key factors to consider in the search for ftaud
and explains risk factors and potential red flags. According to Ball (1996), this standard is
an attempt to tighten professional standards for combating ftaud.
The AICPA and various other board members believe they have created a very
effective tool for combating ftaud. "The ASB believes the proposed SAS represents a
major step toward taking a bite out of undetected ftaud in business, not-for-profit, and
governmental entities of all sizes" (Read 1996, 38). Because the standard provides long
lists of examples of risk factors, there may be a better chance the auditor will notice these
factors. The standard lets external auditor know where they stand in terms of ftaud
detection and documentation requirements. According to Heiman-Hoffinan (1996), SAS
No. 82 reaffirms and clarifies the auditor's responsibilities; it provides guidance on how to
document the risk assessment process and how to respond appropriately to the assessed
level of risk.
Despite the beliefs that this standard is needed to clarify ftaud detection
responsibility, there are down sides. According to auditors the cost of implementing the
standard on an overall basis will be far less than the benefits to be gained (ASB 1996).
7Results
Personal Interviews
The responses from the interviews portray similar ideas and concerns. It is clear
that the subjects interviewed for this study believe this standard will have an impact on the
auditing profession. Results varied regarding how the standard will be dealt with in each
firm's audit programs and procedures. (See Appendix 3 for a listing of the interviewees
and Appendix 4 for interviewee responses).
The first question asked what the firm was currently using to guard against fraud
liability. The overall response was the guidance provided in SAS No. 53. In addition,
some firms rely on their controls inherent in their procedures for interviewing new clients,
planning the audit programs, and risk assessment policies. For all subjects interviewed the
policies were firm-wide. Next, the interviewees were asked how the new SAS will change
their current practice. According to the interviewees, SAS No. 82 will affect how
information found is presented in the workpapers and more extensive interviewing and
documentation will be needed. One interviewee claimed there would be no "wholesale
changes" in implementing SAS No. 82 because it was closely related to SAS No. 53.
Audit programs for each client will use the word "fraud" more prominently and have a
significant focus on fraud related risks.
The next question dealt with who will be planning the implementation of the new
standard. Only one firm had a separate fraud service department, and this department is
not expected to playa major role in the implementation. The fraud service department
will supplement the audit and is aimed at companies in which a fraudulent act has already
8been discovered. In the firms without a special ftaud department, national offices,
partners who specialize in ftaud, "In-Control Services", and quality control groups will be
significant in how the standard is implemented.
The following two questions asked how the firms plan to educate their employees
and their clients. Respondents indicated that firms plan to educate employees about the
risk factors through continuing professional education, internal newsletters, global e-mail,
in-house and firm-wide training. The firms also expect their employees to be familiar with
the new standard. With regard to their clients, the interviewees had a general feeling that
the clients simply do not care about auditing standards and the specific ftaud risk factors
as described in SAS No. 82. One interviewee stated it is too difficult to discuss the risk
factors with each client and it is not something clients generally want to discuss. Clients
do not want to believe their employees would commit ftaud. Other firms will convey the
requirements of SAS No. 82 in their management representation letter and inform audit
committees as to the extent of the auditor's responsibility to detect ftaud.
This standard is not expected to make any firm more competitive, according to the
interviewees. However, they did indicate that firms offering specialized services such as
ftaud and quality control services expect an increase in their use of these services. This
standard may also cause auditors to perform more internal control audits, again increasing
fee revenues. On the contrary, one interviewee responded by stating his firm has already
become more competitive because their policies and procedures for acceptance of new
clients discourages unprofitable, high risk work.
The responses to expected client's reactions varied among all the subjects. Clients
are expected to be more aware of their internal controls as a result of the new standard.
9Audit fees may vary, but very little, especially for new clients because they will not be
accustomed to lower fees and the entire audit will be directed in a more efficient, cost
saving manner. Stringent client acceptance policies are expected to limit the changes in
auditing practices. There is some concern that old clients, may be offended when the
auditor asks more questions or asks for more documentation, since such requests may
indicate that the auditors automatically suspect a problem. Alternatively, clients may
assume this standard means the auditors are assuming more risk related to tTaud.
Approaches for auditing new and old clients will differ, but very little. New clients
provide a tTesh start -- client acceptance policies will be very important. If the auditor
assesses control risk as high, it may not be wise for the firm to accept the client. Current
clients will notice a change because auditors will be asking different questions during the
audit, including more questions of non-accounting personnel, and will be requiring more
outside documentation. This new standard may help some clients improve their internal
controls in an attempt to decrease the amount of testing the auditor will perform and to
decrease their own exposure to tTaudulent crimes. Some interviewees, however, felt there
would be no change at all.
Answers about the effectiveness of this standard in combating tTaud ranged tTom
no effect at all to a slight deviation in tTaudulent financial reporting. The standard is
expected to alter ftaudulent behavior of clients, but not stop it. Perpetrators are expected
to simply find new methods to commit tTaud. This standard reaffirms and clarifies the
auditor's responsibility related to ftaud. As a result, both the public and auditors will be
better educated on the auditor's responsibility providing a better means for the auditor to
be discharged of anything over their stated responsibility. More requirements (like SEC
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clients have) such as ftaud audits and internal control system audits were suggested as a
more effective means for combating ftaud.
Increased awareness by auditors and increased use of ftaud services are some of
the expected outcomes of implementation of SAS No. 82. A few interviewees felt small
public accounting firms will be run out of business because they will not be able to adapt
to the new SAS requirements or the exposure to potential lawsuits due to not detecting
ftaud may be too high. On the other side, these small firms can use the new standard as a
template to construct more effective audit programs, policies, and procedures. Auditors
will have more exposure to litigation if their procedures do not follow the SAS No. 82
guidelines or they did not conduct the audit properly. As mentioned above, firms will see
higher fee revenues, especially if they offer supplementary services. On a final note, the
standard provides a clarification of some of the gray areas in auditing, which provides an
advantage for both the private and public sector.
Questionnaires
The questionnaires were constructed using a 6-point scale. Answers ranged ftom
strongly agree to strongly disagree and very effective to no effect at all. For this study 43
questionnaires were sent out. The results are ftom 15 respondents, giving an overall
response rate of34.8%. The questionnaires were only sent once with no second requests
due to the limited time ftame for completion of this paper. Appendix 2 presents the
questionnaire mailed to officers of corporations. (A questionnaire for public accountants
is also in Appendix 2. Although it was not used in this study because of time constraints,
it will be used to continue collecting data for a publishable paper.) Table 1 presents a
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complete list of the frequency of subject's responses. A breakdown of the demographic
data is presented in Table 2. The most frequent responses are presented below.
The private sector views SAS No. 82 as somewhat important (53.3%) as
compared with other auditing standards. As reflected by the interview responses, clients
do not appear to be concerned about the content of auditing standards. They appear to be
more concerned with laws and regulations directed toward their company and industry
than the rules their auditor is supposed to be following. On the same subject, the private
sector's views on the standards effectiveness are slightly different. In the questionnaire
the most frequent responses were that SAS No. 82 will be somewhat effective and
somewhat ineffective, both with 33% of the respondents respectively.
Again, regarding the next few questions the corporate and public accounting
sectors share the same ideas. The largest response to the expected effect that SAS No. 82
will have on deterring fraud was slightly agree with 40%. Another 40% agreed that the
level of fraud will remain unchanged. The auditors felt this standard was not an effective
way to combat fraud, but merely a way to make people more aware that it exists.
As a result of the new standard, 46.7% of the corporate respondents slightly agree
that the amount of external field work will increase. Also, 46.7% slightly agree that the
amount of internal field work will increase. Companies may increase their own fraud
controls and internal audit procedures in order to reduce any additional audit fees that may
result from the new standard. Companies are likely to be better off if they can improve on
their own, rather than have the annual auditor in the field working overtime because the
internal controls are not effective, resulting in a high risk assessment. This standard is not
expected to affect the amount of assistance clients receive from their external auditors
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regarding the companies ftaud controls. According to the respondents, they receive little
help now and do not expect anymore after the implementation of the new standard.
When asked to differentiate between the two types offtaud that SAS No. 82
describes, 40% slightly agree that ftaudulent financial reporting is more common.
However, misappropriation of assets is easier to detect according to six respondents who
slightly agree. It is easier for an inventory count to identify that items have been stolen
versus finding ftaudulent financial reporting when top management has two sets of books,
but only one of which the auditors and company know.
Fraud detection controls over the majority of the company exist in 33.3% of the
respondent corporations. A slightly higher percent, 40%, have ftaud prevention controls
over the majority of the company. However, only 4 out of 15 claim to have ftaud
recovery controls over less than half of the company. A combined total of 13 out of 15
corporate officers believe that their controls are at least somewhat effective (7 felt their
controls to be effective).
The questions regarding the ftaud history of the companies received the lowest
response rate. The subjects may have no knowledge of the ftaud history because the
company does not want this news published or the subjects may not be in a position to
have access to that type of information. From the limited responses, six companies have
experienced ftaudulent crimes while seven had not. Of these detected crimes, 60% did not
detect the ftaud themselves, while 33.3% were detected by the company's internal
controls. Misappropriation of assets is the more common type of ftaud being committed
at the companies responding to the questionnaire; also it was the most ftequently
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answered for the easier type of ftaud to detect. Some of the respondents appear to be
naive in regards to their company's ftaud history and what ftaud encompasses.
Analysis
Overall, the interview responses were very similar. The public accounting firms
are all currently using SAS No. 53. Therefore implementing SAS No. 82 is not expected
to change their policies significantly. Documentation of findings in workpapers and risk
assessment will, most likely increase. According to one interviewee, auditors always had
to consider ftaud because it did have the potential to materially misstate financial
statements.
Those public accounting firms with ftaud or quality control services believe this
new ftaud standard will increase the usage of these services by clients with poor controls
or clients wanting more assurance regarding their controls. As a result, revenues ftom
these additional services are expected to increase. Audit partners will be selling these
extra services to as many clients as possible, building the auditor-client relationship and
revenues. Alternatively, small audit companies (individually owned companies, etc.) may
not be willing to take the risks associated with ftaud and this standard, and will choose to
close down their business. Other small companies may see the standard as the perfect
opportunity to refine their audit programs and procedures.
Companies may not want to hear that their employees may be committing
ftaudulent acts, but they may enjoy some reassurance that the auditor may be able to stop
the perpetrators and help the company recover. The clients will not necessarily want to be
taught about the risk factors because they believe their employees are honest people, and
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they may be offended by this. One auditor interviewed feels clients do not care much
about auditing standards. Another feels it will be important to discuss with the client what
their responsibility is for detecting fraud.
Most accounting firms seem to be relying on how they have done things in the
past, with the knowledge of the risk factors outlined in the standard. The standard will
vary documentation and may increase risk assessment procedures such as interviewing
more non-accounting personnel and internal control audits. One interviewee responded
that he believed the private sector felt auditors were not doing enough in terms of
detecting fraud. Although most companies do not follow auditing standards, they may be
reassured just knowing that there is a standard auditors must follow that asks auditors to
pay more attention to potential fraud and its risk factors. According to one interviewee,
this standard is an excellent opportunity for the auditor to do a better job educating the
public on its fraud detection responsibility.
A general consensus fTomthe board who wrote the standard and the auditors
interviewed is this standard is a dangerous weapon in lawsuits. Comments ranged from,
"it gives the plaintiff a loaded gun", it could be a "bullet for a gun to sue auditors", and it
provides "ample support to sue auditors". One interviewee felt the key behind combating
fraud does not rely on any standard, but how people are brought up, stating that
"desperate men will do desperate things". Per another interviewee, it was stated that SAS
No. 82 is not a good standard for the profession. The interviewee felt the AICPA did not
accomplish anything at all with this new standard.
The questionnaires yielded generally the same responses. Corporate officers
believe this standard is important compared with other auditing standards, but were split
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with their schemes. The accounting profession appears to look at this standard in a similar
way but stresses that auditor responsibility is spelled out better. The auditor is not
responsible to detect any kind of ftaud that may have occurred but instead, to detect any
material misstatement of the financial statements (Mancino 1997).
When facing a trial will those on the jury see the failure to detect the ftaud as a
breach of the auditor's responsibility because of the explicit details outlined in the
standard? Fraud will probably always exist until a rule or law is invented that gets to the
source of the crime. People will steal and "cook the books" in order to better their
company's financial statements. After all the research and questions it is clear that an
auditing standard will probably not effectively eliminate ftaud. Instead the risk factors
outlined in the standard will be the key factors to begin the fight against ftaud. According
to Mancino (1997), the risk factors in SAS No. 82 are discriminating. Also these risk
factors have appeared ftequently in actual ftaud instances. Mancino (1997) claims that
after two busy seasons the ASB will evaluate SAS No. 82 and determine if it has
accomplished its objectives and will identify any further actions to be taken. Some
perpetrators who are not serious and committed to a life of crime will be stopped because
the standard has the potential to increase the risk of exposing ftaud. Others will be
conniving and find gaps in the system and still commit crimes. Perhaps a standard like SAS
No. 82 will lead to finding ftaud sooner and will not cost companies and auditors billions
of dollars a year.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What are your current practices for guarding against fraud related liability/litigation?
Does it vary with each client? Is it a firm wide policy?
2. How will SAS 82 change the current policies? Will there be new audit programs?
Will there be new/different procedures for risk assessment? Will you be more
conservative with regard to risk level of clients?
3. Does your firm have a specific department or personnel for fraud services (either
detecting or helping recover from fraudulent acts)? What part will they play in
implementing SAS 82?
4. How do you plan to educate employees about the risk factors associated with fraud
as described in SAS 82?
5. How do you plan to educate clients about the risk factors associated with fraud as
described in SAS 82?
6. Is your firm's approach going to make you a more competitive firm? Will your new
policies attract new clients? Will your procedures discourage clients? How will
potential clients be affected?
7. What are your feelings about client's reactions to this new standard regarding
. management integrity issues?
. internal control system audits?
·
strong fraud prevention controls vs. weak controls present in a company?
. audit fees (increase, decrease, not sure)?
·
have clients already reacted? How?
8. Will approaches for auditing old/new clients differ as a result of SAS 82? Will
approaches for auditing clients with good/poor controls differ as a result of SAS 82?
Will your employees aid clients in constructing more efficient controls?
9. How effective do you think SAS 82 will be in combating fraud (at all levels and all
types)? Do you think a new standard was the best approach to the problem of fraud
and auditor liability? If not, what do you think would be a more appropriate and
effective method?
10.What do you think the overall effect of this new standard will have for
. your firm?
. for auditing?
. for auditor liability and responsibility?
. for how you look at and advise clients?
. for the accounting profession?
. for fraud controls, prevention, and detection?
. decisions on accepting new clients?
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Please complete this questionnaire to the best of your ability. Your responses will remain completely
anonymous. There is nothing included in this questionnaire that will identify you to your employer or to me.
For the following circle the number that best describes your attitude toward each statement.
1. How important is this standard compared with other auditing standards?
Extremely important Important Somewhat important Somewhat irrelevant Irrelevant Extremely irrelevant
1 234 5 6
2. I believe that implementation of SAS 82 will deter more fraud perpetrators.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
3. I believe that fraud crime levels will remain unchanged as a result of SAS 82.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
4. I believe that the amount of external audit field work will increase as a result of SAS 82.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
5. I believe that the amount of internal audit field work will increase as a result of SAS 82.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6
6. Fraudulent financial reporting is more common than misappropriation of assets.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
7. Misappropriation of assets is easier to detect than fraudulent financial reporting.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
8. How effective in combating fraud will SAS 82 be?
Extremely effective Effective Somewhat effective Somewhat ineffective Ineffective Not effective
1 234 5 6
9. How do you view the fraud controls of your company?
Extremely effective Effective Somewhat effective Somewhat ineffective Ineffective Not effective
1 234 5 6
10. How much assistance do you currently receive from your external auditors in implementing fraud
controls?
Very much Much Some Little Very little None
1 2 3 4 5 6
11. In response to SAS 82 how much assistance will you expect from your external auditors in implementing
fraud controls?
Very much Much Some Little Very little None
1 234 5 6
As far as you know:
12. does your company have fraud detection controls?
_ YES, all _ YES, majority _ YES, less than half _ NO _DON'T KNOW
13. does your company have fraud prevention controls?
_ YES, all _ YES, majority _ YES, less than half _ NO _DON'T KNOW
14. does your company have fraud recovery controls?
_ YES, all _ YES, majority _ YES, less than half _ NO _DON'T KNOW
15. has your company committed or been exposed to a fraudulent act?
_ YES _ NO _DON'T KNOW
16. did your external auditors detect the fraud?
_ YES, always _ YES, in some instances _ NO _DON'T KNOW
17. did your company's internal controls detect the fraud?
_ YES, always _ YES, in some instances _ NO _DON'T KNOW
18. which type of fraud has your company been exposed to?
_financial statementfraud _misappropriation of assets_both _neither _don't know
19. which type of fraud occurs more frequently (based on your company)?
_financial statementfraud _misappropriation of assets_both _neither _don't know
PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION ON THE BACK SIDE REGARDING YOUR COMPANY. THANK YOU.
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Demographic information:





























PLEASE MAIL YOUR RESPONSE BACK TO ME AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVIENCE IN THE ENVELOPE
PROVIDED. THANK YOU FOR YOU PARTICIPATION. I CAN BE CONTACTED AT 918 KIMBERLY
DEKALB, IL 60115,815-758-5439.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE RESULTS OF THIS SURVEY PLEASE INDICATE WHERE THE
RESULTS SHOULD BE SENT. (YOUR IDENTITY WILL NOT BE DISCLOSED WITH YOUR RESPONSES
IN ORDER TO KEEP YOUR ANONYMITY)
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Please complete this questionnaire to the best of your ability. Your responses will remain completely
anonymous. There is nothing included in this questionnaire that will identify you to your employer or to me.
For the following circle the number that best describes your attitude toward each statement.
1. How important is this standard compared with other auditing standards?
Extremely important Important Somewhat important Somewhat irrelevant Irrelevant Extremely irrelevant
1 234 5 6
2. I believe that implementation of SAS 82 will deter more fraud perpetrators.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
3. I believe that fraud crime levels will remain unchanged as a result of SAS 82.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
4. I believe that the amount of external audit field work will increase as a result of SAS 82.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
5. I believe that the amount of internal audit field work will increase as a result of SAS 82.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
6. Fraudulent financial reporting is more common than misappropriation of assets.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
7. Misappropriation of assets is easier to detect than fraudulent financial reporting.
Strongly agree Agree Slightly agree Slightly disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
1 234 5 6
8. How effective in combating fraud will SAS 82 be?
Extremely effective Effective Somewhat effective Somewhat ineffective Ineffective Not effective
1 234 5 6
9. How do you view the fraud controls of the majority of your clients?
Extremely effective Effective Somewhat effective Somewhat ineffective Ineffective Not effective
1 234 5 6
10. How much assistance do you currently offer your clients in implementing fraud controls?
Very much Much Some Little Very little None
1 234 5 6
11. In response to SAS 82 how much assistance will you offer your clients in implementing fraud controls?
Very much Much Some Little Very little None
1 234 5 6
As far as you know:
12. do your clients have fraud detection controls?
_ YES, all _ YES, majority _ YES, less than half _ NO _DON'T KNOW
13. do your clients have fraud prevention controls?
_ YES, all _ YES, majority _ YES, less than half _ NO _DON'T KNOW
14. do your clients have fraud recovery controls?
_ YES, all _ YES, majority _ YES, less than half _ NO _DON'T KNOW
15. has your firm audited a client that had committed a fraudulent act?
_ YES _ NO _DON'T KNOW
16. did your firm detect the fraud?
_ YES, always _ YES, in some instances _ NO _DON'T KNOW
17. did your client's internal controls detect the fraud?
_ YES, always _ YES, in some instances _ NO _DON'T KNOW
18. which type of fraud has your firm found?
_financial statementfraud _misappropriation of assets_both _neither _don't know
19. which type of fraud occurs more frequently (based on your clients)?
_financial statementfraud _misappropriation of assets_both _neither _don't know
20. is your firm planning to implement SAS 82 early (it is effective December 15, 1997)?
_ YES _ NO _DON'T KNOW
PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION ON THE BACK SIDE REGARDING YOUR FIRM. THANK YOU.
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Demographic information:
1. Size of firm:
_ under 50 professional staff
_ 51 - 200 professional staff
_ 201 -500 professional staff
_ over 500 professional staff
_ Big Six
_ Non-BigSix
4. Years of experiencewith the firm:




_ 9 - 12
_ more than 12
2. Number of offices:
_ lessthan10
_ 10- 50













PLEASE MAIL YOUR RESPONSE BACK TO ME AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVIENCE IN THE ENVELOPE
PROVIDED. THANK YOU FOR YOU PARTICIPATION. I CAN BE CONTACTED AT 918 KIMBERLY
DEKALB, IL 60115,815-758-5439.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE RESULTS OF THIS SURVEY PLEASE INDICATE WHERE THE
RESULTS SHOULD BE SENT. (YOUR IDENTITY WILL NOT BE DISCLOSED WITH YOUR RESPONSES
IN ORDER TO KEEP YOUR ANONYMITY)
Appendix 3
Interviewees:
Bosshart, John. KPMG Peat Marwick. (written responses) Feb. 1997.
Carter, Cary. Deloitte & Touche. Mar. 10, 1997.
Dolinar, Jim. Crowe Chizek. Mar. 13, 1997.
Farney, Matthew. Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P. (written responses) Mar. 1997.
Sanders, John. McGladrey Pullen. Feb.7, 1997.





1. What are your current practices for guarding against fraud related
liability/litigation? Does it vary with each client? Is it afirm wide policy?
Current practices include SAS 53, quality reviews/peer reviews, client acceptance policies,
planning process, risk assessment and evaluation and client check lists. For all subjects
interviewed the policies were firm wide.
2. How will SAS 82 change the current policies? Will there be new audit programs?
Will there be new/different procedures for risk assessment? Will you be more
conservative with regard to risk level of clients?
SAS 82 will affect how information found is presented in the workpapers, more extensive
interviewing and documentation, no "wholesale changes", tailored audit programs for each
client using the word fraud more prominently, significant focus on risk.
3. Does your firm have a specific department or personnelfor fraud services? What
part will they play in implementing
Only one had a separate fraud service department. National offices, partners who
specialize in fraud, "In-Control Services", and quality control groups will be significant in
how the standard is implemented.
4. How do you plan to educate employees about the risk factors associated with fraud as
described in SAS 82?
Firms plan to educate employees about the risk factors in SAS 82 through continuing
professional education, internal newsletters, global e-mail, and in-house, firm wide
training.
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Firms plan to educate employees about the risk factors in SAS 82 through continuing
professional education, internal newsletters, global e-mail, and in-house, firm wide
training.
5. Haw do you plan to educate clients about the risk factors associated with fraud as
described in SAS 82?
Generally, all responses were that clients just do not care. It is too difficult and not
something clients want to discuss. Clients do not want to believe their employees would
commit fraud. Others will use the management representation letter to convey the ideas of
SAS 82 and to tell audit committees what the auditor's responsibility is to detect fraud.
6. Is your firm's approach going to make you a more competitive firm? Will your new
policies attract new clients? Haw will potential clients be affected?
This standard will not make any firm more competitive, however, firms that offer
specialized services (i.e. fraud and quality control services) expect a rise in their usage.
7. What are you feelings about client's reactions to this new standard regarding
·
management integrity issues?
. internal control system audits?
·
strong fraud controls vs. weak controls present in a company?
·
audit fees (increase, decrease, not sure)?
·
have clients already reacted? How?
Clients will be more aware of their internal controls, audit fees may vary, but very little,
client acceptance policies will limit the changes in auditing practices, clients may be
offended, documentation will differ, and may increase usage of internal control audits.
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Also clients may assume this standard means the auditors are assuming more risk related
to fraud.
8. Will approaches for auditing old/new client differ as a result of SAS 82? Will
approaches for auditing clients with good/poor controls differ as a result of SAS 82?
Will your employees aid clients in constructing more efficient controls?
New clients provide a fresh start - client acceptance policies will be very important.
Current clients will notice a change because auditors will be asking different questions
during the audit, also this may help some clients improve their internal controls. Some
interviewees felt there would be no difference or change at all.
9. How effective do you think SAS 82 will be in combating fraud? Do you think a new
standard was the best approach to the problem? If not, what do you think would be a
more appropriate and effective method?
Not at all. The standard will alter behavior of clients, not stop it. Perpetrators will find
new methods to commit fraud. This standard will be effective for combating fraud
resulting from fraudulent financial reporting. More requirements (like SEC clients have)
such as fraud audits and internal control system audits may be more effective tools.
10. What do you think the overall effect of this new standard will have for
. your firm?
. auditing?
. auditor liability and responsibility?
. how you look at and advise clients?
. the accounting profession?
Responses Question 8 Question 9
freauency percentage freauency percentage
extremely effective 0 0 0 0
effective 0 0 7 46.7
somewhat effective 5 33.3 6 40
somewhat ineffective 5 33.3 0 0
ineffective 4 26.7 0 0
not effective 0 0 0 0





Complete list of subject responses
Responses Question 10 Question 11
frequency Ipercentage frequency Ipercentage
very much a a a a
much a a a a
some 4 26.7 4 26.7
little 4 26.7 6 33.3
very little 4 26.7 2 13.3
none 2 13.3 2 13.3
no response 1 6.7 1 6.7
Responses Question 12 Question 13 Question 14
frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency percentage
Iyes, all 3 20 2 13.3 1 6.7
Iyes, majority 5 33.3 6 40 2 13.3
Iyes, less than half 4 26.7 3 20 4 26.7
no 1 6.7 3 20
do not know 1 6.7 1 6.7 3 20
no response 2 13.3 2 13.3 2 13.3
Responses Question 15 Question 16
frequency percentage frequency percentage
yes 6 40 a a
yes, always nla nla a a
yes, in all instances nla nla a a
no 7 46.7 9 60
do not know 2 13.3 1 6.7
no response a a 5 33.3
Responses Question 17
frequency Ipercentage
yes, always 2 13.3
yes, in some instances 3 20
no 4 26.7
do not know 1 6.7
no response 5 33.3
Responses Question 18 Question 19
frequency Ipercentage frequency Ipercentage
financial statement 1 6.7 1 6.7
misapp. of assets 4 26.7 5 33.3
both 2 13.3 a a
neither 3 20 4 26.7
do not know 2 13.3 1 6.7
no response 3 20 4 26.7
Table 1 28
Complete list of subject responses
Number of offices
freQuency percentage
under 3 3 20
3-8 4 26.7
8 - 15 2 13.3
over 15 6 40
Annual revenue ( in millions)
freQuency percentage
$6 - $25 1 6.7
$26 - $100 4 26.7
$101 - $300 2 13.3




accountina manaaer 2 13.3
treasurer 2 13.3
CFO 3 20
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